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Abstract
The current state of affairs in the sport of mixed martial arts (MMA) is overwhelmingly in favor of the companies promoting the fights and not in favor of the athletes actually putting their health and lives at risk. This article looks at the Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) and how it classifies its fighters as independent contractors rather than employees, even though it treats the fighters more like employees. This article addresses issues fighters are having with the current classification and then examines how the fighters could be classified as employees. Finally, the article will address what an employee classification would mean for the UFC, its fighters, and MMA in general.
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INTRODUCTION

Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) is one of the fastest growing sports in the United States and also the world. MMA is a combat sport that allows fighters to use combinations of many different martial arts disciplines such as wrestling, Brazilian jiu-jitsu, boxing, muay thai, and taekwondo, to name a few. Two fighters enter a cage or a ring and fight for a pre-determined number of rounds and time per round. Fighters can win the fight when their opponent is knocked out, their opponent taps out due to submission, the referee stops the fight, or by a judge’s decision.

The sport of MMA is currently led by the promotion company named the Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC). The UFC is said to control almost ninety percent of the revenue from professional mixed martial arts fights worldwide. Although there are other MMA promotions, the UFC is the biggest and most competitive promotion, so it is the brass

---

ring for most fighters. The UFC’s prestige and competitiveness allows it to draw the biggest names in the sport such as: Conor McGregor, Ronda Rousey, and Georges St. Pierre. By the end of 2015, it was reported the “UFC was being watched . . . in 1.2 billion households in 158 countries” across the world. Because of the UFC’s rising popularity worldwide, it has been making massive amounts of money, as demonstrated by its $600 million in earnings in 2015.

The UFC started in 1993 with essentially no rules for the fights and an underground following. In the early days, MMA and the UFC faced a great deal of opposition in the United States. U.S. Senator John McCain compared the sport to “human cockfighting” back in the early 1990s. McCain also encouraged “states to prohibit or ban MMA altogether.” McCain’s statements spurred “nearly all fifty states [to] enact[] laws to regulate [MMA fights] and [ban] cable companies from broadcasting them.

---


8 Id.


11 Id. (quoting John McCain).

while thirty-six states banned [MMA] altogether.”

In 2001, the UFC was purchased by brothers Lorenzo and Frank Fertitta, under the name Zuffa, LLC (Zuffa), for a modest $2 million. Although it did not happen overnight, since the Fertitta’s took control of the UFC, it has experienced an exponential rise in popularity and value. The UFC, under Zuffa, worked tirelessly to have the regulations imposed in the early 90’s lifted and put MMA and the UFC onto the same stage as the NFL or NBA. “In 2011, the UFC burst into the mainstream with a landmark seven-year broadcast agreement with FOX Sports Media Group.” Because of the UFC, MMA is now broadcast on cable television, and sanctioned in all 50 states and most countries around the world.

In July 2016, Zuffa sold the UFC for $4 billion dollars to an investment group from Los Angeles called William Morris Endeavor-International Management Group (WME-IMG). Zuffa’s sale of the UFC

---

13 Same, supra note 12. (quoting Same).
14 Mehrotra & Novy-Williams, supra note 6.
17 Discover UFC: The UFC, supra note 9.
was the largest sports franchise sale in history.\textsuperscript{20} Zuffa realized a 2000\% return on the $2 million dollar investment the Fertitta brothers made in 2001.\textsuperscript{21} A sale of this magnitude likely makes the UFC fighters wonder what is in store for them and where their share of the sale is, considering the low payment most fighters earn for fighting for a living.

From the UFC’s rise in popularity to its recent sale, many issues have arisen and will continue to rise between the UFC and its fighters. Many fighters believe the UFC has misclassified them as independent contractors when in reality, it treats them like employees. This is significant because the fighters would receive significant benefits if they were treated as employees. But as independent contractors, they suffer many disadvantages. Recently the UFC has demonstrated its control over its fighters, which reveals that someone needs to fight back on this important issue.

Section one of this article will explain some recent instances of the UFC exercising control over its fighters and ultimately treating them like employees rather than independent contractors. Section two will lay out the current law for making the classification between employees and independent contractors and how it applies under the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA). Section three will apply relevant factors from IRS...


\textsuperscript{21} Mindenhall & Shoemaker, \textit{supra} note 18.
Twenty Factor Test to the UFC and its fighters, ultimately making the determination the fighters are UFC employees and not independent contractors. In section four, the article will explain what an employee classification will mean for the future of the UFC, its fighters, and MMA.

I. RECENT EXAMPLES OF HOW THE UFC EXERCISES CONTROL OVER ITS FIGHTERS AND HOW SOME FIGHTERS ARE FIGHTING BACK

A. Reebok Deal

Since the Zuffa era of the UFC began in 2001, UFC fighters were able to obtain their own sponsorships, which gave them another form of income.\(^\text{22}\) For some fighters, the sponsorship money they raised was their livelihood, considering the low pay most fighters receive for their fights in the UFC.\(^\text{23}\) The fighter-secured sponsorships were displayed on fighters’ clothing and fight gear at UFC events.\(^\text{24}\) Essentially, this was a form of advertising for the sponsors because their names and logos were broadcasted on cable TV and live PPV events. The sponsorships were a huge moneymaker for the fighters, especially fighters not in the upper echelon of the UFC pay scale.\(^\text{25}\) In July 2015, the UFC put a stop to the fighters displaying sponsors in the UFC.\(^\text{26}\) The UFC decided to make an


\(^{23}\) *Id.*

\(^{24}\) *Id.*

\(^{25}\) *Id.*

\(^{26}\) *Id.*
official uniform for the fighters competing in the Octagon by signing a six-year deal with Reebok. The deal gave Reebok exclusive rights to be the worldwide clothing and gear provider for the UFC and it allowed the UFC to profit enormously in spite of its fighters lost sponsorships. Although this deal also came with a compensation package for the fighters paid by Reebok, it is mere pittance in comparison to what the fighters made before with their own sponsorships. Former UFC champion, Vitor Belfort, said the deal cost him “millions” in sponsorships because the deal allows Reebok to have total control and dominance over sponsorships during fight week. The Reebok uniform policy shows the UFC controls its fighters by telling them what they can wear and when they must wear it to be employed by the UFC. It also shows the UFC was willing to take away a large portion of the fighters’ income, which is not being recouped through the Reebok deal.

B. USADA Drug Testing

On July 1, 2015, the UFC put its Anti-Doping Program into effect

27 Brendan S. Maher, Article: Understanding and Regulating the Sport of Mixed Martial Arts, 32 HASTINGS COMM. & ENT. L. J. 209, 215 (2010) (explaining “The Octagon is a mat surrounded by an eight sided cage” used only in the UFC).
29 Id.
31 Id. (quoting Vitor Belfort).
by externalizing its anti-doping program and gave the USADA full authority over all of the drug testing for the UFC fighters no matter where they live in the world.\textsuperscript{32} The UFC and the USADA have strict policies the fighters must follow or else suffer punishment that can result in suspension from the UFC.\textsuperscript{33} One major thing this policy requires is for the UFC and USADA to know the whereabouts of the fighters at all times.\textsuperscript{34} Former UFC Bantamweight Champion T.J. Dillashaw said, “They treat us like employees, [without] benefits like employees. We have to tell them where we're at at all times, so USADA can show up and drug test us. But we don't get health benefits.”\textsuperscript{35} The USADA drug testing can be seen as another form of control the UFC is exercising over its fighters, thus treating them in fact as employees while classifying them as independent contractors.

C. Conor McGregor’s Removal from UFC 200

Another recent instance of the UFC showing the dominance it has over its fighters occurred in April 2016, when it dropped Conor McGregor

\textsuperscript{33} Id.
from the UFC 200 main event. McGregor was dropped because he chose not to participate in promotional activities. McGregor, who is considered the UFC’s biggest star, made a stand against the UFC and would not show up to the required promotional events because he said, "I’m paid to fight, not to promote." McGregor reportedly lost his cut of over $10 million in PPV revenue the UFC was going to make off of him fighting on the UFC 200 card. The UFC requires its fighters “to cooperate and assist in the advertising, publicity, and promotion of the bouts.” The UFC’s requirement for its fighters to be at certain places, like promotional events, when the UFC says, is another example of how it controls its fighters.

**D. Fighting Back**

Currently there is a pending class action lawsuit against the UFC initiated by a group of ex-UFC fighters called, *Cung Le v. Zuffa*, in the U.S. District Court, District of Nevada, where the District Court denied Zuffa’s motion to dismiss the claim. The ex-UFC fighters are claiming the UFC

---


37 Gerbasi, *supra* note 36.

38 Mehrotra & Novy-Williams, *supra* note 6 (quoting Conor McGregor).


41 *Id.* (quoting Jonathan Snowden).

203

has partaken in anticompetitive conduct to illegally acquire, maintain, and dominate the market by “swallowing [other promotions] to monopolize the sport and suppress compensation for the [fighters].”

John Fitch, an ex-UFC title challenger and named plaintiff in *Cung Le v. Zuffa*, said, “They made a lot of money off the broken bodies of a lot of people,” in regards to the UFC.

Fitch was dropped from his contract with the UFC, with two fights remaining on it, when he refused to sign a lifetime agreement to waive his rights to his name and likeness for a UFC video game. Fitch said the UFC gave him no option and was coercive in the way it presented the agreement to him, which left him with no bargaining power.

The UFC base contract was made public in 2013, due to litigation between former Bellator Sport Worldwide (Bellator) fighter and current UFC fighter, Eddie Alvarez, and Bellator. Northwestern University Labor Law Professor Zev Eigen evaluated the UFC fighters’ contract from the

---

43 Mehrotra & Novy-Williams, *supra* note 6 (explaining how UFC acquired three smaller promotions in 2008 and “Zuffa President, Dana White, uploaded a video on YouTube in which he held a mock tombstone inscribed with “RIP” and the logos of the three promoters, according to the complaint.”).

44 *Id.* (quoting John Fitch).

45 Same, *supra* note 12, at 1058-59 (explaining Fitch was a well-known and successful fighter, but UFC President Dana White made it clear he was only willing to work with fighters who respected what he was trying to do for the UFC and MMA); *see also* Kevin Iole, *UFC Drops Fitch, AKA Fighters, Yahoo! Sports*, (Nov. 20, 2008), https://www.yahoo.com/news/ufc-drops-fitch-aka-fighters-054200825--mma.html.


Alvarez litigation and said the UFC fighters’ contracts are the worst he has seen in either sports or the entertainment fields. Eigen also said the contract gives nothing that sets a minimum or basic standard below which the company can't go.

Stars like Conor McGregor make millions off of a single fight, however, other UFC fighters barely survive because of the huge gap in payment between the highest ranked and lower ranked fighters. “When you look at who gets the money, at the end of the day, it's disproportionately [the UFC] and disproportionately not the fighter.” The UFC gives about 20% of its revenues back to its fighters which is less than half of what other sports promotions give back to their athletes. “Unlike UFC, the top four team sports in the U.S. share their profit with players almost evenly.” If you compare the UFC to other sports franchises such as the NFL which had an average salary of $2 million in 2014 or the NBA who had an average salary of $4.9 million in 2014, the average UFC fighters’ pay is much lower because they fight two to four times a year and make

49 Simon, supra note 40 (quoting Zev Eigen).
50 Id. (quoting Zev Eigen).
51 Ernesto Aguilar, Ronda Rousey makes $3m a year but most UFC fighters don't get what they deserve, THE GUARDIAN, (Last modified on Monday 4 April 2016 09.02 EDT), https://www.theguardian.com/sport/blog/2015/may/26/ronda-rousey-makes-3m-a-year-but-most-ufc-fighters-dont-get-what-they-deserve.
52 Simon, supra note 40 (quoting Zev Eigen).
53 Mehrotra & Novy-Williams, supra note 6.
54 Id. (explaining the “National Football League players get a 47 percent cut, with team owners getting the other 53 percent, according to their latest union pact. Major League Baseball’s revenue sharing with players ranges from 43 to 50 percent; the National Basketball League shares 49 to 51 percent with players”).
around $68k per fight if they win and half as much if they lose.\textsuperscript{55} The fighters with little or no fights in the UFC make even less. The UFC’s failure to offer proper compensation to its fighters has made fighters shy away from MMA and seek other employment opportunities.\textsuperscript{56}

II. CURRENT EMPLOYMENT LAW DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS AND EMPLOYEES

A. Background on Employee and Independent Contractor Classification

Making the determination between who is an employee or an independent contractor is a dilemma that has plagued American jurisprudence for over 100 years.\textsuperscript{57} In the past century, U.S. federal and state courts have failed to create a uniform test to make the determination and the line between employee and independent contractor is still undefined.\textsuperscript{58} There is no single test in statutes or case law for determining whether a person is an employee or an independent contractor.\textsuperscript{59} Currently, when courts make the determination, there are four different tests applied: the common law right to control test,\textsuperscript{60} the IRS 20 factor test,\textsuperscript{61} the ABC
test, and the economic realities test. If UFC fighters challenge their classification as independent contractors in a court of law, the determination will most likely be made under the common law right-to-control test, which the IRS 20 Factor test encompasses. This is because the common law right-to-control test is used for federal income taxes, Medicare taxes, Social Security taxes, federal unemployment taxes, and the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA). The right-to-control test also applies to state income taxes, state unemployment taxes and laws, and other state related payroll taxes, depending on which state the case is heard in.

It would be assumed that if a person is classified as an employee under one set of laws and its relevant tests, that person would then be an employee under all other law, but that is not true. However, once a person is classified as an independent contractor or employee, the classification will help make supporting arguments for any other cases regarding the same

---

62 See LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C., LITTLER MENDELSON'S THE NATIONAL EMPLOYER, § 24.2, 3 (2014) (explaining the economic realities test and also how it applies when making a determination under federal employment laws, such as the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) or the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), and how the definition of employee differs from the usual common-law rules).
63 Id.
64 Id.
65 Id.
66 Id.
67 WOOD, supra note 59.
person and the classification. The UFC fighters are currently being hampered because they are classified as independent contractors rather than employees. If they could get an employee classification, they would have the NLRA to help them unionize.

B. Right to Control Test under the NLRA

“The Supreme Court in United Insurance held the common law [right-to-control] test was applicable under the NLRA.” The common law right-to-control test is derived from the law of agency and respondeat superior liability, which predates modern tax law, labor law, and employment law. The Supreme Court recognized the common law right-to-control test in Community for Creative Non-Violence v. Reid, using the law of agency and the factors it states. The test is usually comprised of ten or more factors which can change in accordance with the facts available. However, no one of these factors is determinative. Legal distinctions between who is an independent contractor or employee are dependent on

---

68 WOOD, supra note 59.
71 Cmty. for Creative Non-Violence v. Reid, 490 U.S. 730, 751-52 (1989) (holding a person who was hired to create a sculpture was an independent contractor under the common law right-to-control test in accordance with the Copyright Act of 1976).
72 LITTLER MENDELSON, supra note 62 (describing the common law right-to-control test and how no one factor is determinative).
73 Hilton Int'l Co. v. NLRB, 690 F. 2d 318, 321 (1982).
the facts and also the industry in which the person is a part of.\textsuperscript{74}

The NLRA was created to stop employers from implementing unfair business practices that pushed employees to go on strike and interrupt commerce in the United States.\textsuperscript{75} The Act made it so employees could organize, join unions, and collectively bargain for better wages, employment benefits, and better working conditions.\textsuperscript{76} The NLRA excludes independent contractors from the definition of employee, which precludes independent contractors from organizing, joining unions, or participating in collective bargaining.\textsuperscript{77} If the UFC fighters are classified as employees, they will have opportunities to organize their own union, join an existing union, and bargain collectively for better wages and conditions. Although the NRLA uses the common law right-to-control test in making the classification,\textsuperscript{78} the IRS Twenty Factor Test can be used as a guide to help make determinations under many different laws that use the common law test.\textsuperscript{79}

\textit{C. IRS Twenty Factor Test}

\textsuperscript{74}\textsuperscript{FedEx Home Delivery v. NLRB, 563 F.3d 492, 496 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (quoting North Am. Van Lines, Inc. v. NLRB, 869 F.2d 596, 599 (D.C. Cir. 1989)).
\textsuperscript{75}\textsuperscript{National Labor Relations Act, ch. 372, §1, 49 Stat. 449 (current version at 29 U.S.C.S. § 151 (2016)).
\textsuperscript{76}\textsuperscript{Id. (citing U.S.C.S. § 151-52).
\textsuperscript{78}\textsuperscript{LITTLER MENDELSON, supra note 62.}
The IRS Twenty Factor Test was created by the IRS in 1987 in Revenue Ruling 87-41, as a guide to making the classification between independent contractor and employee for federal income tax purposes. The IRS Twenty Factor Test encompasses the common law right-to-control test and adds other factors that have been applied in cases and rulings that have dealt with employee classifications. Application of each factor in the test and the weight each factor carries is dependent on the industry or relationship under review as well as the relevant facts. As mentioned supra, the IRS Twenty Factor Test has been used in place of the common law right-to-control test when making classification decisions under laws which traditionally used only the common law right-to-control test. Therefore, this article will use only factually relevant factors from the IRS Twenty Factor Test to make the determination that UFC fighters are employees and not independent contractors.

III. FACTORS FROM THE IRS 20 FACTOR TEST APPLIED TO UFC FIGHTERS

The scope of work the UFC fighters do involves what the fighters do overall as contracted UFC fighters. This includes everything from training for fights, attending mandatory promotional events, participating in USADA drug testing, participating in weigh-ins before a fight, travelling across the world for fights, and fighting inside the Octagon.

---

80 LITTLER MENDELSON, supra note 62.
82 Id.
1. Instructions

If the hired worker must comply with instructions the employer gives him in regards to how, when, and where the work is to be performed, and the worker must comply, then he is usually an employee. The UFC controls its fighters by giving them instructions on when to make appearances at promotional events, what UFC fight cards they can fight on, and also what they are supposed to wear during fight week and inside the Octagon. If these instructions are not followed by the fighters, they are subject to being removed from fight cards, losing money, or even losing their contract with the UFC. Conor McGregor chose not to attend a required promotional event for UFC 200 and he was dropped from the card. The UFC gave instructions to John Fitch in regards to signing away his rights for the UFC video game, which he refused to do at the time, and then lost his UFC contract because he did not follow instructions. The UFC also requires the fighters to abide by a set of rules pertaining to conduct. These rules restrict fighters from having certain tattoos, wearing

---

83 Wood, supra note 59.
84 Simon, supra note 40; Gerbasi, supra note 36.
86 Martin, supra note 28.
87 Gerbasi, supra note 36.
88 Id.
89 Same, supra note 12 at 1058-59.
90 Jonathan Snowden, The Business of Fighting: A Look Inside the UFC’s Top-Secret
certain clothing even when they are not competing inside the Octagon, and restricting the fighters from saying anything that is offensive to the UFC.91 These examples show how the UFC exercises control over its fighters when the fighters disobey instructions. This factor points toward the UFC fighters being employees rather than independent contractors.

2. Integration

If the success or continuation of the employer’s business is dependent on the workers service, then there is a substantial amount of control by the employer.92 If the worker is integral to the employer’s business, the worker is usually an employee.93 The UFC prides itself in being the world leader in MMA.94 Without the fighters, who the UFC deems as independent contractors, there would not be a UFC to rule the world or any other MMA promotion for that matter. The MMA business revolves around the athletes that compete in the ring, cage, or Octagon. It is no different than the NFL or the NBA relying on its athletes to make those sports what they are today. If the UFC did not have its fighters, then Zuffa,
LLC, and soon to be WME-IMG, would not have made billions of dollars.\textsuperscript{95}

In regards to this factor, the UFC fighters can be compared to Uber drivers. In \textit{O'Connor v. Uber Technologies},\textsuperscript{96} the court said Uber drivers performed a service for Uber and Uber could not exist without its drivers.\textsuperscript{97} Uber made money off of the rides its drivers provided, and without the drivers, Uber would make no money period.\textsuperscript{98} Similarly, the fighters are integral to the UFC, but the UFC is not integral to the fighters. The fighters could get employment elsewhere if there was not a UFC by working for another promotion as MMA fighters or just get a different job. The UFC would be in a “world of hurt” without its fighters because, without fighters, there is no UFC. This factor is enormously significant for the fighters being classified as employees rather than independent contractors because it shows how important they are to the UFC and MMA in general.

3. \textit{Services Rendered Personally}

If the work must be done personally, that shows an employee

\textsuperscript{95} Gift, \textit{supra} note 19.
\textsuperscript{96} O'Connor v. Uber Techs., 82 F. Supp. 3d 1133 (N.D. Cal. 2015).
\textsuperscript{97} \textit{Id.} at 1142; see \textit{Yellow Cab Coop. v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd.}, 226 Cal. App. 3d 1288, 1293-94 (1991) (holding cab drivers provided service to cab company because “the enterprise could no more survive without [drivers] than it could without working cabs”); see \textit{JKH Enterprises, Inc. v. Department of Industrial Relations}, 142 Cal. App. 4th 1046, 1054 (2006) (finding delivery drivers were employees of courier service as a matter of law in part because “the worker's duties are an integral part of the operation,” and “their work is the basis for [defendant's] business”).
\textsuperscript{98} \textit{Id.}
classification because the employer is interested in the worker’s methods for achieving the result. However, if the worker can delegate his services to someone else, there is support for an independent contractor classification. UFC fighters cannot delegate their work or fights to other fighters who work for the UFC. However, the UFC can delegate the fighters’ contract to another promoter or organization without the fighters consent. The UFC creates the bouts and when a fighter cannot compete for any reason, the UFC, not the fighter, either reassigns a new fighter to fight in his or her place, or the bout is cancelled. The UFC does give fighters some decision making ability in the contract because they can choose whether to take a fight or not as long as it is not unreasonable. The UFC expects its fighters to perform the work themselves and therefore all fighter work must be done personally and cannot be assigned. This factor points towards the fighters being employees rather than independent contractors.

---

99 Wood, supra note 59.
100 Id.
4. Continuing Relationship

If the relationship between the employer and worker is continuous, even if it is not regular or sporadic, an employer-employee relationship is established. The duration of the relationship will also be a consideration. The longer the relationship, the more it looks like the worker is an employee.

The UFC fighters may not be fighting every day or every week, but they sign contracts that lock them into a predetermined number of fights. In the Eddie Alvarez and Zuffa, LLC contract, Alvarez was required to have eight fights in the UFC or be under the contract for 40 months, whichever occurred first, unless the contract was terminated or extended. This fighter was required to be under contract for almost four years according to the UFC’s contract, this shows a continuous relationship regardless of how distant or sporadic the actual fights are. There is also a chance the relationship can be extended “automatically” if the fighter is the champion when the contract comes to an end and the extension is either one year or three fights, whichever comes first. Zev Eigen said, “I think it's

---

104 WOOD, supra note 59.
105 Id.
106 Snowden, supra note 106.
107 Id.
108 Snowden, supra, note 106.
potentially a violation of the Thirteenth Amendment . . . You can't force someone to work for you. I don't know how, under contract law, that would be enforceable.”

The contract does not state whether this clause will repeat itself if the fighter remains champion, so it is possible the UFC could require a fighter to continue fighting for it for a number of years after the fighter’s original contract has expired, regardless of whether he or she wants to leave. This shows the UFC can determine the length of the relationship because an almost four year contract is continuous and can be extended with these clauses in the contract. There is also a “Right to Match” provision in the contract that forces fighters to allow the UFC to match any offer they get from another promotion for up to one year after the end of their UFC contract. This allows the UFC to retain fighters even when they want to pursue other ventures or fight for other promotions. This factor points towards the fighters being employees.

5. Full Time Required

“If the worker must work substantially full time for the business of the employer, the employer obviously has control over the time the worker

109 Snowden, supra, note 106 (quoting Zev Eigen).
110 Id.
spends working.”¹¹² This type of control also restricts the worker from partaking in other gainful work which shows evidence of an employee classification.¹¹³ The UFC contract does not allow the fighters to fight for any other MMA promotion while they are under contract with the UFC.¹¹⁴ This prevents the fighters from seeking other gainful employment while working for the UFC. Because professional MMA fighters are professional athletes, many of them train for MMA only. The UFC fighters do not have much time to devote to other forms of work outside of MMA. So the UFC has control of the fighters in regards to their profession as MMA fighters and therefore they are essentially working full time for the UFC. There are some fighters who work non-MMA jobs on the side, but this is no different than a person who is deemed an employee having a second job. The fighters cannot seek other gainful employment as an MMA fighter due to UFC control. Therefore, the fighters are employees under this factor.

6. Performing Work on Employer's Premises

“If the work is performed on the premises of the [employer], that factor suggests control over the worker, especially if the work could be done elsewhere.”¹¹⁵ Control over the place of work also is indicated when the employer has the right to compel the worker to travel a designated route,
to canvass a territory within a certain time, or to work at specific places.\textsuperscript{116}

The UFC does not own any venue in which it holds UFC events. It leases venues like Madison Square Garden (New York, New York) for its events. Because the work of a UFC fighter is currently done at UFC leased arenas and venues, the location of the work is on premises of the UFC. There is an argument that the fighters train on their own premises, their gym or training camp, but the actual work they do for the UFC, be it promotional or a fight in the Octagon, is done on a UFC leased premises. Therefore, this factor points towards the fighters being employees.

7. \textit{Order or Sequence Set}

If a worker must perform services in an order or sequence set by the employer, the worker is not free to do the work as he sees fit and this shows the worker is an employee.\textsuperscript{117} The UFC sets a sequence the fighter must follow such as: showing up to promotional events and shooting commercials in the months and weeks leading up to the fight, they must attend the weigh-in for the fight, and then the UFC determines what fight they will be on the fight card. If you look at the job of the fighter overall, it can be shown the UFC controls the fighters because it imposes an order or sequence the fighters must follow. So this factor leans more towards the fighters being employees because this analysis is looking at what the

\textsuperscript{116} WOOD, \textit{supra} note 59.

\textsuperscript{117} \textit{Id.}
fighters do for the UFC overall.

8. **Oral or Written Reports**

“A requirement that the worker submit regular oral or written reports to the employer indicates a degree of control.”\(^{118}\) The fighters are subjected to USADA drug testing which occurs on a random basis and regularly after they have a fight.\(^{119}\) These tests can be considered a form of written reports because after the fighter is subjected to the physical test, a written report is submitted to the UFC by the USADA.\(^{120}\) The fact the USADA submits fighters’ testing reports to the UFC is not dispositive of the fighters being employees, but it does show a report is submitted on the fighters’ behalf. If you also look at the amount of control the UFC has over the fighters through the USADA Whereabouts Policy,\(^{121}\) the argument for this factor showing the fighters as employees is strengthened. This factor can point towards the fighters being employees.

9. **Payment of Business or Travel Expenses**

“If the employer ordinarily pays the worker's business or travel expenses, the worker is ordinarily an employee. To control expenses, an employer generally retains the right to regulate and direct the business

\(^{118}\) WOOD, *supra* note 59.

\(^{119}\) USADA, *supra* note 32.

\(^{120}\) *Id.*

\(^{121}\) UFC Anti-Doping Program, *supra* note 34.
activities of employees, but not of independent contractors.” The UFC pays for fighters to travel to fights in the United States and across the world. However the UFC does not pay for the fighters to train leading up to the fight. This factor deals more with whether the employer pays travel costs and expenses rather than training. The UFC pays for fighters’ transportation, lodging, meals, meal allowances, and bout tickets when they are scheduled to fight, regardless of where in the world the fight is. The UFC also pays for one other person’s airline ticket to accompany the fighter, as well as their hotel room. If the fight is for a title, then the UFC will pay for two other people to accompany the fighter and for two hotel rooms. Independent contractors would normally pay for these things from their own pocket and not be reimbursed by an employer. The UFC’s willingness to pay for fighters and their affiliates to attend fights demonstrates they are treating the fighters more like employees rather than independent contractors.

10. Furnishing Tools and Materials

122 Wood, supra note 59.
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125 Snowden, supra note 90.
126 Snowden, supra note 90. (explaining Fighter’s Affiliates shall include, but not be limited to, his manager, agent, trainer, seconds, sparring partners and other persons associated with Fighter who are connected with the Bouts).
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“If the employer furnishes significant tools, materials and other equipment, it tends to show the existence of an employer-employee relationship. A worker who provides equipment is more likely to be characterized as an independent contractor.”¹²⁸ Equipment must be defined for this factor to help in making the determination because the necessity of the equipment and its use shows how important it is for the work.¹²⁹ The Reebok deal made it so the UFC furnishes the fighters with uniforms required to be worn during promotional events, fight week activities, and when fighting inside the Octagon.¹³⁰ Prior to the Reebok deal, the fighters could wear any fight gear they chose. Now the UFC provides them with a uniform which must be worn. The UFC also require the fighters to use UFC fight gloves when competing inside the Octagon. The UFC furnishes the tools needed for competition. Therefore, this factor points towards the fighters being employees.

11. Working for More Than One Firm at a Time

If a person does more than minimal or inconsequential tasks for more than one employer at a time, that person is generally considered an independent contractor.¹³¹ Independent contractors traditionally have the freedom to work for more than one

¹²⁸ WOOD, supra note 59.
¹²⁹ Id.
¹³⁰ Martin, supra note 28.
¹³¹ WOOD, supra note 59.
employer. UFC fighters cannot fight for any other promotion when they are working for the UFC. The UFC has unrestricted worldwide rights to promote the fighter during the contract term. This is a huge factor for the fighters being employees because independent contractors are free to work for whoever they want and whenever they want. The UFC fighters do not enjoy this freedom and are restricted to fighting only for the UFC. Therefore, they are employees under this factor.

12. Making Services Available to General Public

The fact that a worker makes his or her services available to the general public on a regular and consistent basis indicates an independent contractor relationship. The UFC fighters cannot make their services available to the general public at any given time when they are under contract with the UFC because the UFC does not allow them to work or fight for other promotions. Fighters cannot participate in any other MMA bout while they are a UFC fighter. This factor shows UFC fighters are employees.
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13. Right to Discharge

The right to discharge a worker suggests the worker is an employee and the person possessing the right to discharge is an employer. The right to fire, which controls how employees act in order to not be fired. Independent contractors cannot be fired as long as they produce results required under the contract. If an employer cannot discharge a worker without cause, the worker is an independent contractor. “Consequently, some employers attempt to make their workers appear to be independent contractors by executing contracts that either limit the employer’s right to discharge the worker except for specified reasons or provide for a notice period before discharge.”

The UFC lays out reasons why it can fire a fighter in its contract with the fighter. There is a laundry list of reasons why the UFC can fire a fighter, including firing the fighter for simply losing a fight. Although the UFC lays out its reasons for firing fighters in its contract, the UFC has a reputation with threatening
fighters with being released from the UFC contract for not agreeing to terms.\textsuperscript{145} Zev Eigen said the term in the contract is unconscionable because it gives the UFC a one sided power over the fighters and makes it so any breach by a fighter could cause them to be fired, but there is nothing written into the contract in regards to the UFC being accountable.\textsuperscript{146} The UFC has the power to fire a fighter for reasons within the contract and also outside of it because of the one-sidedness of the contract.\textsuperscript{147} There is nothing contractually stopping the UFC from firing a fighter and then just claiming the fighter breached one of the provisions in the contract.\textsuperscript{148} This shows the UFC retains the power to fire its fighters for any reason it sees fit even though its contract says otherwise. This factor is not a “knockout” for the fighters being employees under the contract. However, the UFC’s past dealings with its fighters shows a history of unfair treatment. Therefore, the fighters can likely be seen as employees under this factor due to the power the UFC has over them in regards to firing.

The fighters would have a valid argument since thirteen of the twenty factors show the fighters are employees and not

\textsuperscript{145} Same, supra note 12, at 1058-59.
\textsuperscript{146} Snowden, supra note 101 (quoting Zev Eigen).
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independent contractors. Therefore, it could be shown in a court of law the UFC fighters are employees and not independent contractors.

IV. WHAT AN EMPLOYEE DETERMINATION MEANS FOR THE UFC, ITS FIGHTERS, AND MMA

A. How the UFC Would be Affected

Since 2000, state legislatures have been cracking down on businesses who misclassify their workers as independent contractors when they are actually employees.\(^{149}\) Millions of dollars in state and federal taxes are being lost because of these misclassifications and legislatures are enacting new laws to stop and punish these practices every year.\(^{150}\) “The Government Accountability Office estimates worker misclassification costs the federal treasury $4.7 billion dollars annually in income tax revenues.”\(^{151}\) FedEx was billed $319 million dollars in back taxes when the 9\(^{th}\) Circuit Court of Appeals determined 13,000 of its drivers were employees and not independent contractors.\(^{152}\) FedEx’s rise and fast growth has been attributed to the fact it misclassified its drivers as independent contractors.


\(^{150}\) Id. at 57.

\(^{151}\) Deknatel & Hoff-Downing, supra note 149, at 61 (citing Effects of Misclassifying Workers as Independent Contractors: Hearing Before the H. Subcomm. on Income Sec. & Family Support and Subcomm. on Select Revenue Measures of the Comm. on Ways & Means, 110th Cong. (2007) (quoting Richard E. Neal, Chairman, H. Subcomm. on Select Revenue Measures)).

\(^{152}\) Id. at 62 (citing Todd D. Saveland, FedEx’s New "Employees": Their Disgruntled Independent Contractors, 36 TRANSPI. L.J. 95, 115 (2009)).
The UFC is similar to FedEx because it hires hundreds of fighters and classifies them as independent contractors rather than employees. Laws pertaining to misclassifications are mostly applied through state law. Depending on the state, an action brought by a fighter or a government agency for misclassification may subject the UFC to civil penalties, criminal penalties, and stop-work orders. If the UFC is also forced to pay back taxes by the IRS, it may be subject to hundreds of millions in fines and back taxes, like FedEx. This would have a substantial effect on the valuation of the business.

If the UFC fighters are classified as employees, the UFC will likely have to face the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and comply with requirements under the NLRA. The fighters will finally have the opportunity to organize and collectively bargain with the UFC for fair working conditions and contracts, however, they must either choose a union
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or association to represent them or form their own.\textsuperscript{159} Currently, there are already entities acting on behalf of MMA fighters and two particularly on behalf UFC fighters only. The Mixed Martial Arts Fighters Association is an association comprised of entirely MMA fighters and their trainers.\textsuperscript{160} The MMAFA was created to maximize earning capacity of its members, provide litigation help for members, and provide a way for MMA fighters’ interests to be lobbied for.\textsuperscript{161} There is also the Professional Fighters Association (PFA) which is focusing its attention on the UFC fighters only.\textsuperscript{162} The PFA is backed by other notable sports unions from the MLB, NHL, MLS, and NFL.\textsuperscript{163} The PFA claims it will help unify UFC fighters, to make the fight fair between the fighters and the UFC, in order to stop the UFC from taking advantage of the fighters.\textsuperscript{164} Recently, five UFC stars, including UFC legend Georges St. Pierre, started the Mixed Martial Arts Athletes Association (MMAAAA).\textsuperscript{165} This association is what MMA has needed for
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reform and proper treatment of fighters, because current UFC fighters and one of the sports legends are involved.\textsuperscript{166} MMAAA is looking for three things in regards to the UFC: “A settlement for current and former fighters for shady, ongoing business practices; a percentage tilt in the fighter-to-ownership revenue landscape from the range of 8 to 15 percent to a solid 50 percent; and to negotiate a collective bargaining agreement with the UFC.”\textsuperscript{167} Only time will tell as to which association will take the reins for the fighters.

Any of these associations or an established union could step in and take the reins for the UFC fighters in dealing with the UFC through the NLRB. Once a classification of employee is actually made, the union or association backing the fighters will meet with the UFC at a “reasonable time[] to bargain in good faith about wages, hours, vacation time, insurance, safety practices and other mandatory subjects.”\textsuperscript{168} The negotiation for a contract under the NLRA would alleviate many of the issues in the current UFC contracts that give the UFC total power and control over the fighters.\textsuperscript{169} It would allow the fighters, especially the lower tiered fighters, to be paid competitively and make a living as MMA fighters and also give
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the fighters benefits such as family health insurance.\textsuperscript{170}

Therefore, the UFC will be directly affected by an employee classification of its fighters. It will likely be subject to misclassification penalties under both state laws and also federal tax laws which will affect the UFC’s corporate value.\textsuperscript{171} The UFC will also be subject to the NLRA and will have to comply with the procedures for collective bargaining regulated by the NLRB.\textsuperscript{172} The collective bargaining and contract change will alter the amount of control the UFC has over its fighters and make it so the fighters are treated fairly.\textsuperscript{173} The UFC’s corporate valuation will be affected further because the UFC will now be required to pay federal and state taxes as well as fringe benefits they previously did not have to pay when the fighters were classified as independent contractors.\textsuperscript{174} These changes to the UFC are only scraping the surface of how this classification will affect the way the UFC functions worldwide.

\textbf{B. How the UFC Fighters Would be Affected}

Similar to other sports like football, basketball, and baseball, who all have players unions, the UFC fighters would be able to use the NLRB and NLRA to get the contracts and working conditions they have literally fought
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so hard for as mentioned supra. The fighters will finally be able to receive employee fringe benefits like unemployment insurance, workers’ compensation, and employer paid family health insurance.

MMA is a dangerous sport, there is no doubt about it. Every time UFC fighters step inside the Octagon they put their health, career, family, and life on the line. The chances for injury are very high and they are currently not protected by common fringe benefits which employees traditionally receive. If a UFC fighter gets injured, they do not make any money, because they cannot fight. They must pay for most of the hospitalization, treatment, and recovery, themselves. Considering how little most fighters are paid, this situation may be financially impossible for them. However, if the fighters are classified as employees, they can bargain for better health insurance which would cover more costs of injuries and also their families.

A fighter could die from taking a beating during an MMA fight. If
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this happened to any fighter, it would likely decimate the fighter’s family because fighters currently have poor accidental death insurance and no protection under state workers’ compensation laws because they are not employees. The fighters need to bargain for better accidental death insurance under a contract with the UFC. In April of 2016, Joao Carvalho, took a beating in a Dublin, Ireland, MMA fight (not promoted by the UFC), and died 48 hours later from massive head trauma. This was the fifth death from a sanctioned MMA fight since 2007. These fighter deaths show MMA is a dangerous sport and fighters need to have the proper insurance in place to cover them and their families in the event of a tragedy.

The fighters can also try to claim workers’ compensation when injured, if they are classified as employees. This benefit would help injured fighters, who cannot train or fight due to an injury related to their employment, stay afloat financially until they get healed. Workers’ compensation for non-federal employees is run by state laws and is different
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all across the United States.\(^{189}\) So the state where the claim is filed can play a huge role in whether a fighter will be able to collect workers’ compensation. There is also an issue for fighters filing claims, because MMA is an individual sport and fighters do not fight for a designated UFC team in a certain state.\(^{190}\) The NFL, MLB, and NBA have teams the players are employed by in certain states, therefore the athletes have a state where they can file and be subject to those state laws.\(^{191}\) The UFC fighters do not have this option and would likely only be able to file in the state where they suffered an injury during a UFC sanctioned fight. There are also questions of whether their training would be covered under workers’ compensation, or, how would the fighters who are foreigners working for the UFC file a claim in a state if they do not live in the United States, even though they are employed by a United States employer? Also, how would an American fighter file a claim if he gets injured during a fight in a foreign country? So determining how and when a UFC fighter can file in is an issue outside the scope of this article. The issue will need to be addressed though if the fighters get classified as employees.

The fighters’ contracts most likely will be totally revamped if they
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are allowed to collectively bargain under the NLRA. This will eradicate many of the one sided parts of the contract that gives the UFC all the bargaining power in the employment relationship. The contracts the UFC has right now with its fighters are terrible for the fighters but great for the UFC, so the contract would be a major part of the collective bargaining.

The UFC fighters would finally have a say in what their future is as professional MMA fighters if they are classified as employees. The dominance the UFC has had over them since the beginning of the promotion will finally be diminished and the fight may finally be a fair one. The UFC needs its fighters to make a profit, without the fighters, the UFC will fold. So the tide needs to change for these men and women in the near future because they have been subjected to poor conditions for far too long.

C. How MMA Would be Affected

MMA would be affected if the largest MMA promoter had its fighters classified as employees because it would set a precedent for all other MMA promotions world-wide. The boxing reform act also known as the Muhammed Ali Boxing Reform Act may also be more easily implemented to MMA with a union representing the fighters pushing it towards Congress. The Muhammed Ali Boxing Reform Act or 15 U.S.C.
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§ 6307b (Ali Act), “was intended to protect the economic interest of boxers by banning certain ‘coercive contracts’ between promoters and boxers and by creating conflict of interest ‘firewalls’ between regulatory personnel, promoters, and managers.”

Currently MMA is not covered under the Ali Act, but there have been actions taken by the MMAFA and others towards getting the federal law amended to include MMA through different lobbying strategies. The Ali Act Expansion was brought before Congress by Congressman Markwayne Mullin of Oklahoma, who was a former MMA fighter himself. The proposed Expansion would have to go through committee, be passed by the house and the senate, then be signed by the president as a new law, which shows there is still a lot that must be done to get MMA covered under the Ali Act. However, the proponents of having MMA covered under the Ali Act have come a long way and it is now time for something to happen. If the proponents could get an association or union to back them with the lobbying, then the chances of
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getting the Ali Act amended would be much higher.\textsuperscript{201} However, there is still the issue of all fighters, including UFC fighters, being classified as independent contractors. Getting the employee classification would allow unions to form, and that would help the proponents get the Ali Act amended.\textsuperscript{202} The Ali Act Expansion may or may not be passed through this time, however, the tide is changing for the fastest growing sport due to its rising popularity and worldwide appeal.

CONCLUSION

MMA is exponentially growing and it is not going anyway anytime soon.\textsuperscript{203} So it is imperative changes are made sooner rather than later. The fighters need to be classified as employees to counter the mistreatment they have received since the inception of MMA, especially under the banner of the UFC.\textsuperscript{204} This classification will change the fight game for the UFC, its fighters, and MMA overall. The sport of MMA is at a turning point, as other professional sports have been in the past, where the athletes who make the sport are no longer willing to accept the circumstances they are in.\textsuperscript{205} Similar to professional football’s past, with players’ strikes and associations being formed, this is what is coming next for MMA. The fighters have had
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enough and are ready for change, however, the UFC and other promotions who have been controlling their fighters are definitely not willing to back down. It is going to be a fight until either the federal government regulates MMA by implementing the Ali Act to MMA, or the fighters are classified as employees and then have the backing of the NLRB. Only time will tell, but the direction MMA is headed is promising for the men and women who put their bodies on the line in the world’s fastest growing sport.